
Principality Of Monaco

The principality’s mild climate, splendid scenery, 
and gambling facilities have made Monaco world 
famous as a tourist and recreation center and 
going to Monaco is like sneaking off into paradise.



Monaco is one of the smallest and most densely populated 
countries in the world. The average person will need only 56 
minutes to go through the whole country. The country's name 
comes from the Greek "monoikos", "hermit". In the Principality 
widely known due to the casino in Monte Carlo, Diaghilev's 
Russian ballet and conducted here stage of the championship of 
Formula 1 "Monaco Grand Prix"



The St. Martin gardens (Jardin Saint Martin), in the 
Old town,located on the edge of a high cliff, offering 
stunning views of the azure sea.



At the foot of the city, not far from the coast, is the area of Japan 
in Monaco-Japanese garden (Jardin Japonais). In the best 
traditions of the Japanese garden combines three elements: 
stone, water and plants. Natural stones are matched in shape, 
color and size. Tea house, stone lamps and wooden gates made in 
Japan.



Oceanographic Museum of 
Monaco 

Oceanographic Museum with an underground aquarium – a 
masterpiece of modern architecture. The structure is located 
almost on a cliff. Founded in 1910 by Prince albert I. you can find a 
unique aquarium in which the water splashing out of a hundred 
seas. This is one of the few aquariums in the world, where there 
are corals (they do not survive in captivity).



The wax Museum of the princes 
of Monaco

The Museum reflects the history of episodes in the 
Grimaldi dynasty from the late XIII century to the 
present. The wax figures are life-size, many of them 
dressed in authentic costumes from different eras. 4 
scenes are 40 characters, the costumes donated by the 
family dynasty.



Welcome to principality of 
Monaco



Kingdom of Morocco

The name of the country originates from the 
name of Marrakech, which translated from 
Berber means "decorated".



Morocco is a country of amazing contrasts: sand hills of the 
Sahara desert and snow-capped mountains, Golden beaches and 
azure waters of the Mediterranean, silvery waterfalls, swift river 
in the mountain gorges, pine forests and orange groves, 
unwarranted cruelty and unforgettable hospitality



Marrakech is the third largest and beautiful city in 
the heart of Morocco, in the Eastern tradition, very 
crowded, noisy, attracting tourists with memories 
of bygone luxury. Many of the attractions of 
Marrakech are the objects protected by UNESCO.



Djemaa El-Fna square (Djemaa El Fna) is the soul of 
Marrakech, the main directions of which — cafe du France 
and the building of the mosque, which is the starting point 
for all city tours. Unforgettable atmosphere has become a 
magnet for millions of tourists from around the world, 
visitors to Morocco.



The Koutoubia mosque is the largest African up to twenty 
thousand people. The oldest of 77-m high minaret of the 
Koutoubia mosque, as if hovering in the sky, is for all tourists 
landmark as it is visible from anywhere in Marrakech. 
Non Muslims cannot enter mosques is prohibited. But you 
can see her outside, walking through the garden, stroll on 
the walking trails — favorite places for an evening stroll.



The Menara gardens — a magnificent public Park of Marrakech, 
giving a pleasant coolness on a hot Moroccan day. They are 
surrounded by a clay wall and stretched nearly one hundred 
acres. There are mainly olive trees, palm trees, orange and 
other fruit trees, the age of some of about three hundred years.



Welcome to Kingdom of Morocco!

The ancient city of Marrakech, without a doubt, is the heart 
and soul of Moroccan culture, as well as the most colorful and 
memorable place in the country.


